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Abstract  
Love lines or marriage lines are a group of lines that appear on the palm just above the heart line. These 
lines are vertical. It might be one or several, short, long, curved, or straight, on each hand. The marriage 
lines give details about a person's personal relationships, love interests, and chances for marriage. 
Long marriage lines indicate a lengthy marriage, a brief marriage or no marriage indicated by short lines. 
A long-term relationship or more than one marriage suggested by multiple lines. A stable and successful 
marriage indicated by straight and clear lines while full of ups and downs suggested by wavy lines. 
Interruption in the marriage, separation and divorce indicated by broken lines. Faint line indicates weak 
relationship whereas strong bond and deep commitment to the relationship indicated by deep and well-
defined lines. 
Marriage Lines away to the heart line indicate a late marriage while closer to the heart line suggest early 
marriage of the person. The person who are more focused on their Career or personal life than their 
marital life has marriage lines located towards the edge of the Palm. 
 
Keywords: Marriage line, venus mount, heart line, different types of marriage lines, number of marriage 
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Introduction 
Since the beginning of time, man has been curious about his future. To satisfy his curiosity 
about what will happen in the future, he created a variety of predictive disciplines, including 
astrology, palmistry, and numerology. 
Palmistry, or the art of reading Palms also called chiromancy is an ancient practice used for 
centuries to provide insights into a person's character, Personality and future. The objective of 
this research is to reveal details about a person's love life, relationships, and even their 
potential for marriage by studying their marriage line in the hand. The marriage line in 
palmistry is a small line on the palm's edge, just above the heart line and below the base of the 
little finger. It can vary in length, depth and shape, its location on the palm can also provide 
important information about a person's love life. 
 According to Palmistry, the length and depth of the marriage line can indicate the strength and 
duration of a person's marriage or relationships. A deep, well-defined line demonstrates a solid 
and lasting marriage, while a faint or shallow line may suggest a less committed relationship. 
A broken or interrupted line may indicate difficulties or obstacles in a person's love life. 
The location of the marriage line can also provide insights into a person's love life. If the line 
is close to the heart line, it may suggest that the person is deeply emotional and sensitive in 
their relationship. A more immediate marriage line to the little finger may indicate a more 
practical and pragmatic approach to love and relationships. 
Other factors, such as the shape and appearance of the marriage line are valuable factors for 
analysing a good marriage line in hand. For example, a forked or split marriage line may 
suggest that a person will experience multiple marriages or long term relationships. In contrast, 
a jagged or irregular line may indicate a turbulent or complicated love life. 
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Fig 1: Palm showing different lines 
 

Analysis of different types of marriage lines: The means of 
different marriage lines are as follows. 
a) Straight marriage line: A deep straight marriage line, is 

a sign that a person is passionate, gentle and usually have 
a happy and long married life. A straight marriage line is 
an indicator that the native has only one marriage and 
his/her partner will be loyal. A deep, straight and long 
marriage line that touches the Sun line on palm, it means 
that besides happiness, native may also receive an 
abundance of success one tie the Knot. 

b) Short marriage line on hand: A short marriage line on 
hand is an Indication that the natives are not strongly, but 
mildly into the opposite sex, very picky about the person 
he/she wish to spent his/ her life with. This picky-ness is 
due to the fact that the person has set high standards for 
himself. He/ she wish for a person who has an attractive 
personality and is able to support themselves well. The 
native is an old school romantic who will certainly travel 
a lot with partner. Having a short marriage line also 
means that the native may have a late marriage. However, 
all of it would be worth the wait. 

 
Number of marriage line 
a) One marriage line: If a native has only one marriage 

line, he/she hat the are likely to find a decent loyal 
partner. The native will head a happy love life with them 
and will do lots of fun things together. If the line is long 
without any surplus lines, it indicates a sound and lasting 
marriage. 

b) Two marriage lines: People with two marriage lines of 
the same length, running parallel to each other have a 
tortuous marriage. They may separate with their partner 
but will later reunite. It two marriage lines of different- 
length are present, then the chances of falling into a love 
triangle are ripe. 

c) Three marriage lines: Native having three marriage 
lines are usually very romantic, loyal and hyped about 
love. In this case it is tough to concentrate emotions on 
one person which brings trouble in love life. 

d) No marriage line: No marriage line on hand means the 
native have no or lack of desire for love. He/ She may 
find it difficult to attract love and will have a tough time 

when it comes to understanding someone's feelings. 
Instead of love the native like to focus on career, goals, 
hobbies and make these things the motive behind living. 
If the native is married but don't have a marriage line then 
the chances are that the native may not be much into 
his/her partner. 
 

Special Features 
a) Marriage line having an island: Island on the marriage 

line is a very rare phenomenon. Island is simply a circle 
on the marriage line. If the island is situated at the 
beginning of the relationship line, it indicates that the 
native's love life may not go smoothly before marriage. 

b) Broken marriage line: A broken marriage line, is a sign 
that the native may bump into setbacks in love and 
marriage. There would be instances in his / her 
relationship when things may get bitter for himself and 
such situations would be hand to rein or tackle. The 
chances of divorce are also high for people with a broken 
marriage line. If the length of broken part is more, the 
more complicated married life may get. In such 
situations, it is better to address any issues on the spot 
instead of dragging them for long. 

c) Marriage line Curved upwards: If the marriage line is 
curved upwards, that is, towards the fingers, then it is a 
sign of a good and happy marriage life with not many 
hurdles in the way. The native makes a good life in terms 
of finances and are able to coordinate well in numerous 
fields. As the more risen the Curve is the happier 
marriage would turn out to be. A couple with this 
marriage line should do business together, especially 
something related to decor. The probability of making 
profits out of it are high. 

d) Marriage line Curved downwards: If the marriage line 
is curved downwards, i.e. towards the wrist, it is usually 
not a good sign. This type of marriage line indicates that 
the native's partner may suffer from serious health 
complications. If the line is curved suddenly, it is a sign 
that the natives spouse is prone to accidents. Thus, they 
must use public transit more often. Also, in case this line 
goes on to touch the heart line, then the native may have 
personality clashes and ego problems in relationship. 
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Such clashes can be averted by working very hard on his 
/ her relationship. 

 
Research Method 
 Tawang is the chosen place for research, as I live here. 
 Samples of hands collected from everywhere, who were 

interested to show their palm. 
 The data for the research was collected from, family, 

relatives, neighbours, skilled workers/ unskilled workers/ 
Home makers/ students/ Married/ Unmarried/ Divorced/ 
Widow/ Widower from Tawang, Gorakhpur and other 
places. 

 For reference, Palmistry books were very helpful. 
 Taken guidance mainly from my research Guide as well 

as from my institute where, I learnt Palmistry. 

The following details were collected from the subjects 
through questionnaire. 
 

Table 1: Different details checked on Palm and discussed 
 

Sl. No. Details about questoris 
1 Name 
2 Gender 
3 Age 
4 Qualification 
5 Profession 
6 Marital status 
7 Address 
8 Palm Photo Right and left both 

 
Table 2: Palm Description 

 

Sl. No. Palm check Description points 
1 Type of Palm 
2 Venus mount (Elevation Apex & Lines). 
3 Heart line 
4 Marriage line 

 
Table 3: Palm Observation 

 

Palm Reading (Observation & Remarks) 
Ref: Pic-1 

Sl. No. Title Description 
1 Name Yeshi Chhoten 
2 Gender Female 
3 Age 59 years 
4 Qualification M.A. B.Ed. 
5 Profession Vice- Principal 
6 Marital Status Married 
7 Address Tawang District – Arunachal Pradesh 

8 Palm Photo 
Right 

 

9 Palm Photo 
Left 

 

10 Type of Palm 

Water Hands: The native has long Palms and long fingers. The hands are soft to touch and a bit Clammy, with an 
overall narrow appearance. The person is emotional, sensitive, has good intuition and creativity. The native tends to 

drawn to careers that allow them to express their emotions and connect with others on an emotional level. 
Characters: The native is in tune with their emotions, intuition and Psychic ability fueled by compassion and 

imagination and she is creative. She value emotional connection. 
11 Venus Mount Elevation of Mount of Venus: The native has a prominent mount of Venus, so she has a great sense of beauty and 
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aesthetics. She finds beauty in anything and living her life happily. She is Kind, sympathetic and benevolent. 

Apex of Mount of Venus: The apex of mount of Venus is similar to the mount of Moon. Since the apex of mount of 
moon is present toward thumb, she is very determined to achieve her objective. Since apex is present towards the 

bracelets. She loves travelling but will go through some serious health Problems. 
Lines on the Mount of Venus: The lines that form on the mount of Venus has its own importance. The lines that form 

on the Mount of Venus is minimal, so she have less worries, stress and will have good sleep. 

12 Heart Line The heart line (love line) of the native is arched which represent balance. An arched Palm heart line also signals 
flexibility and openness in the heart, she is willing to adopt to her needs in different situations. 

13 Marriage Line 

Married line curved upwards: Since the native’s marriage line is curved upwards towards the fingers, then it is a sign 
of a good and happy marriage life with not many hurdles in the way. The native makes a good life in terms of finances 

and is able to coordinate well in numerous fields. 
One Marriage Line: The native has only one marriage line, so she has find a descent loyal partner. The native will lead 

a happy love life with them and will do lots of fun things together. 

14 Conclusion The native is highly empathetic and nurturing partner. They value emotional connection and may struggle in relationship 
that lack intimacy. Her Venus mount and single marriage line indicates a sound and lasting marriage. 

 
Remarks and Observation/ Conclusion: While analyzing the collected data the following points were concluded based on a 
marriage line. 

 
Table 4: Marriage Line Conclusion 

 

Indications Prediction 
Love marriage line in female hand Influence line joins fate line denotes love marriage 
Parallel marriage line in both hands Extramarital Affair 

Dot on marriage line Loss of partner, divorce 
Cross on Marriage Line Chances of loss of partner and bad marriage 
Break on Marriage line Chances of separation and then reunion 

Marriage line in female hand Marriage line prediction is same for both male and female 
Island On Marriage Line Bad marriage. Secret behind marriage 
Downward marriage line Bad marriage 

Mole on marriage line Loss of partner, divorce 
Star on Marriage line Bad Marriage 

Marriage Line cross sun line Defamation through marriage/ partner 
Upward Marriage line Late Marriage or Unmarried 

Marriage Line Joins Sun Line Benefit through marriage/ partner 
Triangle on Marriage Line Good Marriage 

Fork at the beginning of marriage line Problem in getting married, late marriage 
Forked Marriage Line Chances of divorce or separation 

 
Conclusion: The prediction of different types of the marriage 
lines is given in the Table 4 and detailed discussion about 
different types of marriage lines is presented in this paper. 
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